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To Carve: 

   Place on top of object and secure with tape or pins. All the black pieces 

are the parts you carve out. Be sure your ring is thick enough that it won’t 

cave in. If you get nervous, make the inner circle smaller to make the ring 

bigger.  

To Punch Holes: 

   Fill your can up with water then freeze. After it’s a frozen block of ice, 

place the template on top. You can either outline the sun with dots punched 

with a hammer and nail or you can fill in each black shape with multiple 

punches to let more light through. You can play with the size of nail holes too 

putting bigger holes next to smaller ones. When you are done, let the ice 

melt enough to come out of the tin. Then hammer back down the bottom of 

your can that popped out during freezing and any jagged edges. 



  

To Carve: 

   Place on top of object and secure with tape or pins. All the black pieces 

are the parts you carve out. If you want to make it simpler, just do the 

overall moon shape.  

To Punch Holes: 

   Fill your can up with water then freeze. After it’s a frozen block of ice, 

place the template on top. You can either outline the moon with dots 

punched with a hammer and nail or you can fill in each black shape with 

multiple punches to let more light through. When you are done, let the ice 

melt enough to come out of the tin. Then hammer back down the bottom of 

your can that popped out during freezing and any jagged edges. 

 



  

To Carve: 

   Place on top of object and secure with tape or pins. Cut out the main start 

shape then use slits for the shining part. You can let more light through by 

cutting the rays into bigger rectangles. 

To Punch Holes: 

   Fill your can up with water then freeze. After it’s a frozen block of ice, 

place the template on top. You can either outline the star with dots punched 

with a hammer and nail or you can fill the star in with multiple punches to let 

more light through. Punch on top of each line as well. When you are done, let 

the ice melt enough to come out of the tin. Then hammer back down the 

bottom of your can that popped out during freezing and any jagged edges. 

 



  

For smaller cans and pumpkins. Follow the same steps as posted on the 

larger template. 



  

For smaller cans and pumpkins. Follow the same steps as posted on the 

larger template. 



For smaller cans and pumpkins. Follow the same steps as posted on the 

larger template. 
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